
Jellyfish
Spilt Milk
This group of power-pop purveyors is long gone' but its songs-

andmonsterstand.updrummer/singer-arefarfromforgotten.

I t's a crime .lellyfish never found a bigger

I audience during its brief run in the early

'90s. But echoing Supertramp, pre-disco

Bee Gees, the Beach BoYs, and HarrY

Nilsson while dressing like they'd raided

the wardrobe closet at a Sid and Marty

Krofft production was a tough sell in the

era of grunge..lellyfish just wasn't made

for its time.
The collateral damage relative to this

crime is that Andy Sturmer, the band's

singing drummer, isn't more widelY

acclaimed. More than just a great drummer

who happened to sing lead, Sturmer was

the chief architect behind the Jellyfish

sound, writing or cowriting (with Roger

Manning Jr.) all of the band's material,

in addition to orchestrating many of the

bells, whistles, and vocal harmonies'

Sturmer's work on the kit reveals a

student of classic pop-rock drumming'

On Jellyfish's two studio albums, 1990's

Bellybutton and 1 993's Spilt Milk (both

reissued as deluxe editions last year

on Omnivore), Sturmer PlaYs with a

swinging feel and joyful flair reminiscent

of Hal Blaine, Ringo Starl and Bun E'

Carlos, delivering fills as melodic and

memorable as the songs themselves'

(And live he was a master multitasker,

standing center stage and playing a kit

that was mostlY rack mounted-toms
and cymbals to his right-while singing

like a raging angel.)

Of the two albums, SPllt Milk is the

better showcase for Sturmer's timekeeping

talents. Not that anything is lacking on

Bellybutton. (The fills in the bridge of "The

King ls Half Undressed" are totally bananas )

But on that album the emphasis is on hook-

heavy songs that hit you immediately-
there isn't much cause for the drums to

be featured. There's all kinds of room for

ambitious drumming, however, on Spilt

Milk, an everything-but-the-kitchen-sink

oroduction with songs that are alternately

bombastic, intimate, and PlaYful.

The sequencing of Spilt Milk allows

Sturmer's drums to make a grand entrance'

Mere seconds after the album-opening

lullaby "Hush" concludes-all blissful

harmonies, twinklY strings, and one

dynamic timpani crescendo-Sturmer is

smashing his cymbals to accent the power

chords that introduce"Joining a Fan ClubJ'

He plays the meaty rocker with a perfect

balance of brawn and finesse, strategically

tumbling through the 7/4 sections of the

bridge, while elegantly playing through

the multiple stops with an impressive

variety of Punctuations'
After that headY one-two Punch ot

an opening comes an abrupt change in

tone with "sebrina, Paste and Plato," an

unabashedly nostalgic confection that

sounds like it was conceived by Lennon

and McCartney in Brian Wilson's sandbox

during the sPring of 1967' Sturmer

shows an ear for symphonic touches as

overdubbed timpani-played against a

marching snare pattern in one spot-
add a murky percussive rumble to the

sunny song'

On tracks that call for more subdued

drumming, Sturmer's subtlety and ease

still stand out. As his pleading vocal in

the drum-less opening verses of "Glutton

of Sympathy" ends, his three-note snare

and hi-hat combination (snare on 3, open

hi-hat on the "&" of 3, snare on the "&"

of 4) is the perfect setup to the sublime

chorus. Even when the fills get busier,

they never gum up the transitions or step

on the melody. And if a Lava Lamp had a

sound, it'd be the groovy swing Sturmer

puts to "He's MY Best Friend," a cheekY

ode to handling something other than

drumsticks.
The feel is so free and easy that even

when Sturmer is dancing across the toms

and snare in a syncopated pattern to drive

"All ls Forgiven," he's not pushing the 6/4

song. He's merely guiding the roaring

chaos-a roar that stops cold with the

beginning of the dreamy "Russian Hilli'on

which he enters halfway through to lend

beautiful brushwork behind strings ano

woodwinds that sound like something out

of a vintage DisneY soundtrack.

ln less capable hands than Sturmer's,

a record like Spitt Milk could've collapsed

under the weight of its own ambition But

those hands were not only responsible

for incredible drumming, they helped to

craft the songs and the sound that could

measure up to such ambition. In doing so,

Sturmer created an album for the ages'
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